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About This Game

Zorbit's Orbits is a 2D platformer inspired by games like Sonic the Hedgehog, but with a Mario Galaxy twist.

Started by two pals with no experience while they were working at a dry cleaners, Zorbit's Orbits involves hardcore platforming
elements, puzzle solving, and intense boss fights. The levels are circular, requiring the player to consider each planet's gravity as
they hop or orbit between them. Zorbit can also use his grapple hook in order to reach new places and shoot his blaster to defeat

the evil Globulons, organic monsters with an appetite for robot.

Zorbit’s Orbits includes 8 hand-drawn, incredibly detailed levels, with a funky soundtrack and tons of secrets to discover.

Try your hand at several difficulty levels, everything from infinite lives to one-hit game overs.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 Ghz Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space
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zorbits orbits

If you were a fan of the old text based games, along with puzzle's and brain benders, then you will like this game.. Edit: just
spelling.

I love rhythm games, as a genre, and hacking is a fun theme, so this was a big disappointment.

In this game, there's nothing like hacking at all, except the graphics are stylized like wireframe 3d animation garbage from the
movie Hackers. I could understand and forgive that since it'd be hard to work much more complexity into a game while you're
trying to handle the high speed beats at the same time, but that part's not good either!

3 types of beats:
blocks: You just hit a random keyboard button on the approximate area of the screen the blocks appear on, in time.
lines: SMASH THE KEYBOARD RAPIDLY in the approximate keyboard region the line's on
enter: press enter at the right time

The different songs have a difficulty rating. Lowest I found was 0, which must mean that a value was mistakenly not assigned,
because it was hard\/fast as hell. Next lowest - there were 2 songs with a level of 5, still quite difficult.

My biggest gripe is that the notes don't actually seem to "want" you to press them in time with the music properly, or at least it
was difficult to figure out because was no obvious cue. No audio feedback, and nothing like a combo readout, or DDR's
Excellent, Great, Good, Miss etc.

I got this on sale for ~2.50 and wouldn't recommend even spending that much.. A pretty good take on breakout for the new age.

Good fun in multiplayer, but doesnt feel very competitive due to the simple nature of the gameplay.. RoShamBo, a Rock, Paper,
Scissors game about collecting loot, leveling your character, and recognizing patterns. You can play through the single player
city mode, or play against others in the online battle mode. The actual fighting consists of r,p,s along with using your heroes
abilities and potions to stay in the fight longer or end it quicker. It looks like there is a large variety of gear to get for your
character, but it may require some grinding to get everything you want without paying real money. Now I for one might think
that playing a rock, paper, scissors game is a little silly, but I have to admit the game makes it seem a lot more appealing than it
really is. Overall I think its pretty neat.. Brillant !
For fans of military adventures in the age of muskets this interactive book fulfills every dreams. I won't say anything about the
plot and let it be for you to discover. Suffice to say the military atmosphere has been completely respected, the different plots
are well done and there is great replayability.

One thing that bugs me though :
- "choose your own adventures" games are always about maximising some stats and use them correctly in battles. Once the
pattern has been discovered, it lose some of its charms. However the game is still able to make the mechanics behind it
plausible.

Still, a gem for the price. 9\/10
Would like the possibility to save for an upcoming title. Otherwise, keep up the good work and thanks for this !. I don't need
this, but I know the game worth I pay up for its OST. Not a fan of bait-n-switch pricing mechanisms.
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An enjoyable shooter, whether solo or with other players. Puzzles, treasure hunting, and the like set it apart as much as its
setting and aesthetic. Diablo meets Indiano Jones.. didnt like it. No bugs, good pace and enjoyable art. Essentially Guitar hero
with a keyboard.. This game makes me wish I was dead. I went into this with no expectations, and the game surprised me with
the depth of quality and polish. Which is to be expected for the fifth game in a series of indie games. Actually, this guy has
made a LOT of games.

I'm gonna review the whole series. You can find 1-4 by going to his website (nalgames.com), download via gamejolt.

This series of games is a light puzzle platformer that's hard to explain. If you like the first four games, then you're going to
*really* like this one. Also note that in my playthroughs of 1-4, I did not install the thing they wanted me to install. I don't know
if that would enable controller support, but since the games play without installing it, I didn't install it.

The first game is quite nice, with a simple design and simple rules. Kind of what you'd expect out of a flash game, except it's an
EXE made in game maker. It moves really fast sometimes and somehow manages to lag, which leads to a lot of deaths. The
music choice is really good, too. Rank #3

The second feels like a rehash of the first and I didn't care for it. It's short, though. Rank #4

The third is where the polish starts to come in. Colors, a proper menu, save and load, different modes including fire floors,
conditions and speedrun. I didn't care for the music selection, though. For example, there's a very boring newgrounds audio
portal sounding techno remix of the Mortal Kombat movie theme. Wat. Rank #2

The fourth is IMO the worst game in the series. This one adds a 3D perspective to the mix, the controls are sped up
significantly, and it has a menu resembling 5's, except it has almost no polish and is boring as hell. Rank #5.

And finally we get to this game, the best of the series, which is a good thing because it's also the only one with a price tag. The
3D perspective is kept and polished significantly, the controls are fine-tuned, the levels feel interesting and have decent variety,
CONTROLLER SUPPORT is added, it has a sleek menu with more logical item placements. It's better than 4 in every possible
way, and is totally worth its $3 price tag. Also, the music selection is among the best in the entire series.

I not only recommend this game, but I also recommend playing 1-3 as well.
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